The spin structure of an axial next-nearest-neighbor Ising (ANNNI) model in two dimensions (2D) is a renewed problem because different Monte Carlo (MC) simulation methods predicted different spin orderings. The usual equilibrium simulation predicts the occurrence of a floating incommensurate (IC) Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) type phase, which never emerges in non-equilibrium relaxation (NER) simulations. In this paper, we first examine previously published results of both methods, and then investigate a higher transition temperature, T c1 , between the IC and paramagnetic phases. In the usual equilibrium simulation, we calculate the layer magnetization on larger lattices (up to 512 × 512 sites) and estimate T c1 ≈ 1.16J with frustration ratio κ(≡ −J 2 /J 1 ) = 0.6. We examine the nature of the phase transition in terms of the Binder ratio g L of spin overlap functions and the correlation-length ratio ξ/L. In the NER simulation, we observe the spin dynamics in equilibrium states by means of an autocorrelation function, and also observe the layer magnetization relaxations from the ground and disordered states. These quantities exhibit an algebraic decay at T < ∼ 1.17J. We conclude that the two-dimensional ANNNI model actually admits an IC phase transition of the KT type.
I. INTRODUCTION
Systems with competitive interactions have been extensively studied throughout the past three decades, because they exhibit rich physical phenomena, such as commensurateincommensurate phase transitions, Lifshitz points, and multiphase points. 1 The axial nextnearest-neighbor Ising (ANNNI) model is among the simplest realizations of such systems. In the two-dimensional (2D) ANNNI model, ferromagnetic Ising layers are coupled by ferromagnetic nearest-neighbor and antiferromagnetic next-nearest-neighbor interchain interactions on a square lattice. The Hamiltonian is described by
where S x,y = ±1 is an Ising spin. In this paper we consider the case with J 1 = J > 0 and J 2 < 0. The ground state of the model is a ferromagnetic phase for frustration coefficient κ(≡ −J 2 /J) < 1/2 and an antiphase ( 2 phase) for κ > 1/2. This state is described by an alternate arrangement of two up-spin and two down-spin layers in the y-direction.
This model at finite temperatures has been studied throughout the past few decades. At high temperatures and κ < 1/2, the model transits from the ferromagnetic phase to a paramagnetic (PM) phase. On the other hand, the spin structure for κ > 1/2 is yet to be clarified. Early Monte Carlo (MC) simulations suggested that a floating incommensurate (IC) phase exists between the 2 phase and the PM phase. 2, 3 Furthermore, the IC phase close to the higher transition temperature, T c1 , may be characterized by dislocations that play the same role of vortices in two-dimensional XY (2D XY) model. 3 Since the phase transition at T c1 is considered equivalent to the Kosterlitz-Thouless 4 (KT) type in the 2D XY model, it is called the KT phase transition. This picture of the spin ordering has been supported by various theoretical 5, 6 and approximation 7, 8 studies. Sato and Matsubara (SM) 9 simulated an equilibrium scenario using a cluster heat bath (CHB) algorithm. 10, 11 They found that as the temperature is lowered, the KT transition yields the IC phase at T c1 and the 2 phase at temperature T c2 . The estimated transition temperatures were T c1 ≈ 1.16J and T c2 ≈ 0.91J at κ = 0.6. On the other hand, Shirahata and Nakamura (SN) 12 investigated the spin ordering of the same model using a nonequilibrium relaxation (NER) method 13, 14 and reported T c1 ≈ 0.89J and T c2 ≈ 0.89J for κ = 0. In this paper we reexamine the existence of the IC phase in the ANNNI model with κ = 0.6 by conducting both equilibrium and NER simulations. Since both simulation methods predict the phase transition at T c2 ( approximately 0.9J), 9, 12 we focus on the occurence of the IC phase transition at T c1 (> T c2 ). In the equilibrium simulation, we extend the lattice size up to 512 × 512 sites to examine the size effect. In the NER simulation, we examine the equilibrium process during a long MC run. We also calculate the autocorrelation function of the equilibrium state in the IC phase. Besides the layer magnetization in the x-direction, we consider the spin overlap of two replicas which is usually investigated in the spin glass problem. The investigated methods and physical quantities are described in Section II. Section III presents the results of the equilibrium simulation. In Section IV, first
we examine the results of recent NER simulations, and then we investigate the equilibrium process of the model initiated in both the 2 phase and the PM phase. We also investigate the dynamical property of this model in the equilibrium state. Conclusions are presented in Section V.
II. METHODS AND QUANTITIES
An ANNNI model with κ = 0.6 was set up on L 0 × L 0 lattices with open boundary conditions in both x-and y-directions. These boundary conditions naturally reflect the surfaces of real materials. Open boundaries release the relaxation time in slow relaxation systems. 9 We measured the physical quantities of interest in the inner regions, which are not subject to surface effects. The linear size L of the measuring region was varied with L n (≡ L 0 /2 n ) (n=0,1 and 2) (see Fig. 1 ). Two MC algorithms were applied in our simulation.
FIG.
1. An open-boundary square lattice of linear size L 0 and its nested inner regions (linear
Because the NER method is based on the SSF dynamics, we study the NER of order parameters using a conventional SSF heat bath algorithm.
B) The CHB algorithm
We use the CHB algorithm in the equilibrium simulation because this algorithm reduces the number of MC sweeps in the relaxation. In the CHB algorithm, the spin configuration of a block of L 0 × l y spins is updated using the transfer matrix method, where the transfer direction is the x-direction (L 0 ) and l y is determined from the computational time costs. In this paper we apply the SM procedure 9 with l y = 6.
We consider two quantities: the square of the layer magnetization (the magnetization along the x-axis) given by
M 2 is conventionally used to examine the phase transition of the model. We also consider the spin overlap function q( k) of two spin configurations {S α x,y } and {S β x,y } in independent MC runs:
From the q( k), we investigate the nature of the phase transition.
III. EQUILIBRIUM SIMULATION
We investigate the equilibrium properties of the ANNNI model by SM's approach. 9 Especially, we are interested in whether the previous picture of the spin ordering emerges on larger lattices. Therefore, we extend the lattice size to the largest possible, up to L 0 ×L 0 = 512×512 sites, with linear size eight times larger than that treated by SM.
The physical quantities were averaged from 16 independent simulation runs. The system is regarded as equilibrated when the difference in q(0) 2 between two estimates obtained from twice different MC sweeps becomes smaller than 1%, where ... denotes the thermal average. About 80,000 MC sweeps were needed to equilibrate the system with L 0 = 512 at T = 1.15J. The parameters used in the equilibrium simulation are listed in Table I .
A. Layer magnetization
We first consider the square of the layer magnetization region L 1 . Figure 3 plots M 2 in the inner region L 1 as a function of temperature. We investigate the phase transition in the model identically to SM. 9 If the IC phase occurs, the spin correlation function will decay according to a power law
where r = √ x 2 + y 2 and η and q are the decay exponent and the wave number, respectively.
At the transition temperature T c1 or below, the layer magnetization is described by 
where ε = (T − T c1 )/T c1 and Y is some scaling function. Setting T c1 and η to approximately 1.16J and 0.25, respectively, and b = 2.2, the curves neatly collapse at the higher temperature side T > T c1 (= 1.16J), as shown in Fig. 5 . However, the FSS plots fail at the lower temperature side T < T c1 , implying that no long range order occurs at T < T c1 . We should note that the values estimated here are consistent with those estimated by SM on smaller lattices (L 0 ≤ 64), reported as T c1 /J = 1.16 ± 0.02, η = 0.25 ± 0.02 and b ∼ 2.2. 
B. Spin overlap
We now consider the spin overlap function. The temperature dependence of q(0) 2 over the whole lattice L 0 is plotted in Fig. 6 . We find that q(0) 2 is an increasing function of temperature. Efficient methods have been developed for determining the transition temperature from the spin overlap function. Here, we apply these methods to investigate the phase transition. However, these methods examine the ratios of the moments of the spin overlap functions which yield scattered data. We then consider the spin overlap functions in the inner region with L = L 2 . First we consider the Binder ratio g L 17 defined as
The temperature dependences of g L for different L are plotted in Fig. 7 . At high temperatures, g L decreases with increasing L, indicating that no long range order establishes at these temperatures. As the temperature is decreased, g L increases by increments that depend on L (the higher the L, the larger the increment). g L and g 2L converge at T (L).
The temperature T (L) decreases as L increases and appears to converge at approximately T ≈ 1.18J, close to the transition temperature T c1 estimated in Sec. III A. Therefore, the Binder ratio g L supports that a phase transition occurs at T = T c1 . Below this temperature, the L dependence of g L differs from that of usual systems exhibiting long-range order at low temperatures. That is, g L slightly increases with increasing L and appears to converge to a single line. An analogous phenomenon occurs in the 2D XY model, 19 indicating that the IC phase at T < ∼ T c1 is indeed a KT type phase. Another remarkable feature is the behavior of g L as the temperature falls below T c1 ; g L slightly inreases, is maximized at approximately T m ≈ 1.05J, and decreases below approximatelyT ≈ 1.00J. This behavior implies that a different spin state develops belowT . As is well-known, slightly above the lower transition temperature T c2 the spin structure is characterized by domain walls of three up-spin or downspin layers that penetrate the 2 phase.
3 Therefore, T m is a crossover temperature around which the IC state of the KT type at T < ∼ T c1 gradually changes to the low temperature state.
C. Correlation length
Next we consider the spin correlation length ξ µ (µ = x, y) along the µ-direction. This quantity is obtained from the spin overlap function as follows: construct an FSS plot of the ξ x /L values. The FFS plot collapses above T c1 , when T c1 is assumed as 1.16J(see Fig. 9 ). Second, as the temperature decreases below T c1 , ξ y first slightly increases at T m , and slightly decreases thereafter. This temperature dependence of ξ y at T < T m differs from that of ξ x . Specially, at T < T m , the spin correlations in the x-direction are enhanced as the temperature decreases, while those in the y-direction are suppressed. This result provides evidence of the development of a low temperature state.
D. Summary
We have investigated the phase transition in the 2D ANNNI model by conducting equilibrium MC simulations. We calculated the square of the layer magnetization in larger lattices of L 0 × L 0 sites (L 0 ≤ 512) and obtained T c1 ≈ 1.16J, absolutely consistent with the results of the previous simulations on small lattices (L 0 ≤ 64). Thus, we conclude that the IC phase actually occurs in the ANNNI model.
We also calculated the Binder ratio g L of the spin overlap functions and the correlation-length ratios ξ x /L and ξ y /L. At T < ∼ T c1 , these quantities behave similar to those in the 2D XY model. This suggests an analogy between the IC phase in the ANNNI model at T < ∼ T c1
and the Kosteritz Thouless (KT) phase in the 2D XY model. Therefore, we can naturally refer to the phase transition at T = T c1 as the KT phase transition.
IV. NER SIMULATION
We now examine previous results of NER simulations. The NER method is based on the following hypothesis. 13, 14 In a system with a relevant order parameter Q and a perfectly in the latter, it tends to saturate at T > 0.92J. From these results they predicted that T c1 < 0.92J. Applying a finite time scaling analysis they refined this result to T c1 ∼ 0.89J, close to the 2 phase transition temperature T c2 ∼ 0.89J estimated from finite time scaling analysis of the 2 phase magnetization. Similarly, Chandra and Dasgupta(CD) 16 found that the order parameter m l (t) algebraically decays at T ≈ 1.00J. Their transition temperature T c1 ≈ 1.00J and T c2 ≈ 1.00J (the latter estimated from relaxation of the energy) are also extremely close. Therefore, the NER method predicts the absence of the IC phase.
Besides the considerably different values of T c1 (approximately T c2 ) between estimated by SN and CD, the NER method raises some pertinent issues: (i) The exponential decay of m l (t) suggests that only the 2 phase is unstable; it does not reveal the instability of the IC phase. In fact, m l (t) rebounds as the simulation proceeds. 16 Rather, the stability of the IC phase should be examined by relaxation from an equilibrium state in the IC phase at T c2 < T < T c1 (if present); (ii) The initial growth results of m l (t) reported by SN 12 are not convincing. As seen in Fig. 3 , the equilibrium value of m l (t), m l (∞), is higher for the small L than for the large L. However, m l (t) depicted in Fig. 6 of SN 12 is independent of the linear lattice size L x at t < 10 4 and increases with L x at t > 10 4 . We consider that the growth of m l (t) from the PM phase should be reexamined.
Here, we consider two phenomina: (i) The ordering process of the system initialized to non-equilibrium states and progressing toward equilibrium and (ii) The dynamics of the system in the equilibrium state. Equivalently, we investigate the autocorrelation function in the equilibrium state. Since a huge number of MC sweeps are required to reach equilibrium, we implement the system on small lattices (L 0 ≤ 512).
A. Relaxations from the 2 phase and the PM phase
Starting with the 2 phase and the PM phase, we investigate the relaxation of the system.
The system is implemented on the lattice described in Sec. II with N(= 64 ∼ 256) sets of spin configurations. At each MC sweep t, the square of the layer magnetization m µ l (t) is computed:
where M 2 (t) is defined by eq.(2) at MC sweep t and · · · is the configuration average. The PM phase and the 2 phase initial states are distinguished by setting the superscript µ = p and a, respectively. Importantly, m a l (t) saturates at a much higher value than its minimum, and the minimum and saturation levels widen with increasing L. That is, the 2 phase breaks once and a First we construct N(= 64 − 128) equilibrium spin configurations {S (n) xy (0)} (n = 1 − N) at a specified temperature T , varying the initial spin configurations. Starting from these equilibrium spin configurations, we conduct MC simulations using the SSF algorithm and obtain the spin configurations {S (n) xy (t)} at the t-th MC sweep. The dynamics of the evolving spin configurations are obtained from the autocorrelation function C(T, t) defined as
At t = 0, C(T, 0) = 1. As t → ∞, C(T, t) → S 2 , where S is the average of S x,y in the equilibrium state. Then, C(T, t) converges to some positive value at T < T c , but exponentially decays at T > T c . At T = T c or in a critical state, C(T, t) undergoes algebraic decay. In other words, C(T, t) plays the same role as the order parameter Q(t) in the NER simulation. We now calculate C(T, t) at two T for different L. with z ≈ 2, while at T = 1.25J it seems to saturate. This suggests that 1.10J < T c1 < 1.25J.
C. Summary
Examining the results of recent NER studies on the ANNNI model, we find that claims of the absence of the IC phase are not convincing.
We have reexamined the growth of the IC phase from the PM phase by observing the behaviors of the layer magnetization m l and the spin overlap q. Both quantities appear to algebraically increase with t at T = 1.10J. We also investigated the autocorrelation function C(T, t) in the equilibrium state and found that it algebraically and exponentially decays over time at T = 1.10J and T = 1.25J, respectively. In stark constrast to the previous reports, we conclude that the NER method predicts the occurrence of the IC phase below T c1 with 1.10J < T c1 < 1.25J.
V. CONCLUSION
The spin structure of the 2D ANNNI model is a renewed problem because the spin ordering picture in recent large scale Monte Carlo (MC) simulations depends on the simulation method. Specially, the equilibrium simulation predicts a floating incommensulate (IC) phase of Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) type, whereas the non-equilibrium relaxation (NER) simulation predicts the absence of this phase. In this paper, we examined recently published results of equilibrium and NER simulations and investigated the spin ordering of the model with frustration ratio κ = 0.6 in both simulation methods. Both methods yielded a KT type phase transition between the paramagnetic phase and the IC phase at T c1 ≈ 1.16J.
The present paper focused on the upper phase transition at T c1 . The other phase transition at T c2 , between the IC phase and the 2 phase, will be investigated in a separate paper.
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Appendix A
The spin overlap q µ (t) is calculated as
x,y (t)S (n)
x,y (t)|, where N(= 64 − 256) is the number of spin configuration sets {S (n)
x,y (t)} (n, m = 1 − N) and t is the MC sweep. Figure 16 
